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Collar        Leash      Toys           I.D. Tag      Crate
Harness     Treats     Brush          Bed           
Food/water bowls        Poop bags or pooper scooper 

Plan and gather supplies beforehand.

Make sure everyone in the household is
on board with your new pet and will
train consistently and establish a routine. 

Create a safe home for your new pet.
Pet-proof: pick up children's toys from
the floor or lock away the garbage. 

Research types/breeds of dog. Determine
if the energy level is a good fit for your
home and if you can financially support
them (grooming, type/amount of food,
future medical concerns, etc.). 

Register your new dog's microchip and
attach an I.D. tag to their collar ASAP.

Pay attention to body language and
take it slow at first. Your new dog may
seem a little different than they did at
the shelter. New sights, smells, sounds,
and people can be very overwhelming!

Be prepared to provide regular exercise.
Go for walks or play outside. Chew toys
or treat puzzles can keep them busy!

Plan to take your new dog to the vet
within the first few weeks of adopting.

Prepare for a long-term commitment.
The average dog lifespan is 10-15 years.

Avoid having guests and other dogs
over and don't bring your new dog
to other's homes or an off-leash area
for the first few weeks.
Avoid baths and nail trimming. If it is
necessary, seek professional help.

Don't expect your new dog to know
everything immediately. Remember -
training takes time. 

Don't get upset if your new dog
misbehaves and reward them when
they are doing well.

Don't do too much with your new dog:

Don't immediately introduce your new
dog to other pets in the home.

Don't leave children alone with the new
dog but make it clear pets are not toys.

Don't use the crate as a "time out" place
or form of punishment for your new
dog. The crate should be a safe place
your dog feels comfortable in.

Don't forget to talk to your vet about
flea/tick and heartworm prevention.

Don't be afraid to ask for help! DCAS is
here to answer any questions or
concerns you may have!

DO's and
OF BRINGING HOME YOUR NEW DOG

DON'Ts

Supply 
Checklist
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VETERINARY CARE
The DuPage County Animal Services’ veterinarian examined your dog.
During the exam, we determine overall condition and age (if unknown), as
well as the need for further testing or surgical care. This information is
noted on the Canine Medical Record in your adoption folder. Additionally,
we ask you to take your new dog to your veterinarian within the first two
weeks. Your veterinarian will review the medical record and guide you in
future care.

VACCINATIONS AND TESTING
All dogs at DCAS received the Canine Distemper and Bordetella
vaccines. Dogs over 4 months of age received a Rabies vaccination.
They were also tested for Heartworm. 

PARASITE CONTROL 
While we do not test each animal for internal parasites unless symptoms
of infection are observed, your dog received some medications for
parasite prevention. These cover internal & external parasites commonly
seen in dogs including fleas, ticks, roundworm, hookworm, tapeworm,
whipworm, heartworm, and ear mites. We recommend bringing a fecal
sample to your veterinarian to test for additional parasites. 

MICROCHIP 
Every animal leaves DCAS with a microchip because it will
significantly increase the chance of being reunited with your family if
they are ever lost. The microchip is implanted under the skin between
the shoulder blades. It uses passive radio-frequency identification
(RFID). Although it does not provide a real-time location like GPS, it
does provide a permanent way to contact you. Think of it as an ID
tag that can never get lost or fall off.

THE CARE YOUR DOG 
RECEIVED FROM DCAS

Remember to keep your contact information up-to-date with the
microchip company when moving or changing phone numbers!
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FEEDING
Quality dry food provides a well-balanced
diet for most dogs. Mix it with water, broth,
or canned food. Whatever brand you choose,
make sure to purchase the correct formula
for your pet. Breed, size, age, and activity
level will affect their nutritional needs. 

Feed puppies a few times a day; adults and
seniors are fine with 1-2 meals daily.  Ensure
proper portions, regardless of the method.
Most food packages include recommended
portions based on your dog's weight. Consult
your veterinarian if you're unsure. Obesity is
a serious issue causing health conditions like
arthritis, heart disease, and breathing issues.
Obesity affects mobility and leads to further
health concerns. If allowed, dogs eat  more
than what they should. It is up to us to keep
our dog healthy with proportioned meals.

Always provide fresh, clean water, and don't
forget to wash their bowls regularly to
eliminate bacterial growth and spread.

EXERCISE 
Dogs need exercise to burn calories, stay
healthy, and stimulate their minds. Individual
needs vary based on breed, age, and health.
Exercise helps avoid boredom, which can
lead to destructive behaviors. Dogs may look
for trouble when bored. Additionally,
exercise keeps your dog agile and limber,
improves sleep, reduces tummy troubles, and
boosts confidence.  Regular walks are even
good for dogs with fenced yards at home.
Access to a yard does not mean your dog  is
getting all the exercise they need. 

ENRICHMENT and PLAY
Enrichment is just a fancy word for
expressing natural behaviors to stay busy
such as playing, chasing, smelling, chewing,
and scavenging. Like regular exercise,
allowing proper outlets for these behaviors
will physically and mentally stimulate your
pet. Dogs who do not receive stimulation
tend to enrich themselves and get into
trouble. The amount of enrichment your dog
needs depends on age, breed, and activity
level. Enrichment includes chew toys, food
puzzles, or long walks to sniff and explore. 

GROOMING
Dogs have different coat lengths. It is
important to care for them properly to keep
them comfortable and healthy. 

Most short-haired dogs only need baths a
few times a year depending on how often
they are outdoors. Brush regularly to help
with shedding and coat health. Longer-
haired dogs require more frequent brushing
and may need professional grooming to
prevent tangling and/or matting. Some
breeds need grooming every 1-2 months.. 

Nail trims are essential for all dogs.
Untrimmed nails can lead to serious long-
term issues like arthritis. In the short-term,
untrimmed nails can be uncomfortable for
the dog and potentially break, creating the
possibility of infection. 

Oral hygiene is often overlooked. Preventing
dental disease is important for overall
health. A high-quality diet and safe chew
toys can help keep a dog's mouth healthy.

DAILY CARE
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PUZZLE GAMES
Keeping your dog enriched does not mean
giving them your full attention 24/7.
Providing your dog with the following are
great ways they can entertain themselves.  

DO-IT-YOURSELF VERSIONS
There are many household items you can
use to make puzzles for your dog. Watch
videos on our Facebook for more DIY ideas. 

Place treats inside empty cardboard
containers (egg cartons, cereal boxes,
and paper towel rolls), close both ends,
and watch your dog enjoy ripping them
apart to get the delicious treats. Layer
smaller boxes inside with treats between
to make it more challenging. 

ENRICHMENT IDEAS
It is a crucial part of your dog's overall health to provide mental stimulation and
enrichment. Some general types of enrichment include daily walks, social interactions with
humans and other canines, using puzzle feeders/toys, training your dog new tricks, or a
game of fetch. Some enrichment focuses on sensory stimulation including sounds, scents,
and textures (such as a brush against the skin). 

Find the Food - For this game, place
treats around the house or yard and let
your dog explore. They use their nose to
find the treats and are rewarded for it.  
Hide and Seek - While your dog is
distracted somewhere else, hide in a
closet or somewhere they wouldn't expect
you to be. Your dog will come looking for
you. Praise them when they are sniffing
right outside your hiding spot. 
Scent Identification - Teach your dog to
identify an object with a specific scent.
You need alcohol-free scents like vanilla,
lavender, or peppermint. Take two similar
objects, rub the scent on one, and place
them on the ground a few feet from each
other. Allow them to approach the items
and praise/treat when they sniff the
scented object. Switch the position of the
objects and try again. Reward your dog
each time they smell the scented object. 

SCENT GAMES 
A dog's sense of smell is more powerful than
ours. In fact, it is their most powerful sense.
Try these activities to exercise their nose. 

1.

2.

3.

USING SOUND 
Play calming or classical music to help your
dog relax when they are stressed, such as
when they are alone or riding in the car. 

Read out loud. They may not understand the
words, but your voice can be calming. A great
activity for kids and makes reading more fun! 

Stuff hollow rubber toys with dog-
friendly foods. For an extra challenge,
freeze it first. 

Treat or kibble dispensing toys require your
dog to think and work to get the food out. 

Slow feeders like this are a great tool
to use during mealtimes and are
useful for dogs that eat too fast. 

Spreading dog-friendly food like peanut
butter on a textured, rubber mat can be
a very soothing activity for them. 

Place treats inside an empty
muffin pan and cover with ball
toys. Your dog will have to
figure out how to get to the
treats underneath. 
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For a more in-depth description, refer to the Sound Beginning booklet (pages 4-16) 

What time and who will take the dog
outside in the morning/before bed?
What times will you feed your dog? 
When and how will they get exercise?
What rules will your dog have? (Allowed
on furniture, sleeping place, etc.) 

Bringing a new dog home is exciting for
everyone. The transition from shelter-life to
home-life can be stressful for even the most
easygoing dogs. They need time to adjust,
and you need time to learn their needs. 

BEFORE BRINGING THEM HOME
It is tempting to let your dog have the run
of the house, but it's too much freedom too
soon. Instead, designate a confined space as
a safe zone while acclimating to their new
home. Choose a quiet area, away from the
main traffic of your home, but close enough
so your dog can see and hear what is going
on. Put a bed, bowls, toys, and a crate (if
you plan to crate train) in this area. Section
off a corner of the living room or kitchen, or
any room that is easy to block off. This
space should be easy to clean in case your
dog is not housebroken or forgets their
previous training. Wherever you choose,
make sure your dog does not have access to
the whole house unless you can supervise. 

Establishing a routine with your new dog is
essential. Dogs do better on a schedule. A
routine eliminates stress and helps your dog
understand expectations. All family members
need to understand the importance of
keeping a schedule. Before adopting, discuss:

THE FIRST FEW DAYS
WITH YOUR NEW DOG 
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THE FIRST DAY 
Go straight home. Do not bring your new
dog to the pet store. Your dog needs more
time before being comfortable with errands. 

When you first get home, take them on a
walk or bathroom break. Once you bring
them inside, allow them to explore your
home while still attached to the leash. 

Lead them to the "safe space" and use treats
to entice them in. Once inside, remove the
leash and give them something to do (like a
peanut butter stuffed toy or chew toy) and
leave them alone. Many dogs want to sleep
once in a home and need decompression
time. Keep the house noise level down and
keep children and other pets away from your
new dog's space. Do not have any guests
come over to meet your new dog. 

THE FOLLOWING WEEKS 
It may take several weeks after adopting to
see your dog's true personality. In the first
days, keep quiet, limiting excitement (such as
going to the dog park or throwing a party).
Each dog takes a different amount of time
to adjust to their new home. Their "safe
space" should be where they spend most of
their time. If there are no other pets, allow
your new dog access to other parts of the
house if someone is there to supervise (check
pages 16 & 17 for introducing your dog to
your other pets). They should not have full
access to the home until you are confident
they will stay out of trouble.



Loose tail wags and a wiggly body
generally mean a happy dog. Usually, a
faster wag indicates more excitement. 
Stiff tail wags, held straight up may not
be friendly. It may indicate arousal. If
the rest of the dog's body is stiff or they
are intensely staring at something, try to
distract them and move them away. 
A stiff tail wag held low indicates
insecurity. Let this dog approach you,
sniff, and relax before petting them. 
A tucked tail (wagging or not) indicates
a fearful or insecure dog. If you notice 
 this as you approach, move back and
give them time to relax.

During the first few months, you and your
dog will get to know each other. Dogs
primarily use nonverbal communication.
Understanding how your dog communicates
will smooth the transition into your home
and build a lasting relationship with you and
your family. Spend plenty of time observing
your dog in different situations to get a
sense of what your dog is feeling. Each dog
is an individual and will express things
differently. Look for clues provided by the
look in their eyes, the tone of their voice, the
position of their ears and body, and the
motion of their tail. Always look at the entire
dog and take into consideration what is
going on around you. 

TAIL WAGS 
A wagging tail does not always indicate a
happy, friendly dog. There are many types
of wagging, with different meanings. Look
at the whole dog but follow these guidelines.

yawning
panting when it is not hot 
licking lips or flicking tongue over nose 
looking away as a person or other dog
approaches

STRESS SIGNALS
When a dog is stressed, they often display
normal behaviors out of context, indicating
conflict or anxiety. You will likely see many
of these behaviors as your dog adjusts.
Some typical stress-related behaviors are:

With these behaviors, consider the context.
For example, if you notice your dog begins
to lick their lips when your child hugs them,
then your dog is uncomfortable (hugging is
something most dogs do not enjoy, even
after they get to know someone). However, if
they are licking their lips after eating a
meal, they likely are not stressed. 

VOCALIZATIONS
When a dog growls, they are communicating
they are uncomfortable. Punishing a growl
may lead your dog to take more drastic
measures the next time they are in the same
situation (like snap or bite). If your dog is
growling, stop what you are doing and try to
determine why. For our dogs to be
comfortable communicating their
frustrations with us, we must be respectful of
what they are trying to say.   

HOW YOUR DOG COMMUNICATES 
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Playbow position

Tail tucked between legs

Paws tucked in towards their body

Relaxed tail that
may or may not
be wagging 

Relaxed body posture 

This is a NEUTRAL & CALM dog. This dog is
safe to pet. There is no tension in the face or
body. They may be panting or have their tongue
hanging out the side of their mouth. 

Ready to fall asleep This is a RELAXED dog. It is usually safe to
pet this dog, but make sure they are not
sleeping before you do. They may get
frightened if woken unexpectedly. 

This is a SUBMISSIVE dog. This dog is telling
others, "I give up, please don't hurt me."

This is a PLAYFUL dog. This dog is inviting
others to come play! A playful dog typically has
very bouncy movements. 

Tail up (may be wagging)

Open & relaxed mouth

Worried/furrowed brow

Tongue flicking over
the nose

This is an ANXIOUS/STRESSED dog. This dog is
feeling uncomfortable with something. It is up to you
to determine what is making your dog feel uneasy. It
is best not to pet this dog or force them to interact
with someone or something. 
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Rolled over on their
back

UNDERSTANDING BODY LANGUAGE



Crouching
position

Head down, turned
away, and ears flat

Tail low 

Ears down and back 

Tail down

Standing tall and
leaning forward

Weight slightly forward onto front legs

Tail up

Wrinkled nose and
showing teeth 

This is a FEARFUL dog. This is a dog you do not want to approach.
They are politely asking you to move away from them. A dog in this
position may feel the need to defend themselves if whatever is
threatening them continues. 

This dog is acting DEFENSIVELY. This dog is extremely
fearful and you should not approach or touch them. We
can not hear them but they are most likely growling. Dogs
usually will try to run from the thing that is frightening
them but will become defensive if they are unable to get
away. The body language of this dog is very similar to the
fearful dog. Whatever was making them uncomfortable
did not stop and they may bite if it continues. 

Mouth in "C" shape and
teeth showing

This dog is acting AGGRESSIVELY. You should not approach or touch
this dog. They feel the need to be assertive in this situation and make
themselves look larger to be more intimidating. They are telling you or
whatever they are looking at to go away.

Mouth closed

This is an ALERT dog. This dog is very curious and
interested in what is going on. 

Ears up and forward 

Tail up
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TRAINING TIPS
Keep training sessions short (5-10 minutes)
Practice a few times each day
Keep it fun. If you or your dog is getting
frustrated - try again later!
Work on training your dog in a space that
has very few distractions

The lure-and-reward method uses a treat to
lure your dog into performing different
behaviors. Simply hold a tasty treat to your
dog's nose, then slowly move it around to get
them to move the way you want. The treat
acts as a magnet, and where their head goes,
their body will follow! This method works great
for learning basic behaviors like sit, down,
name recognition, and go to bed/crate. 

TEACH YOUR DOG TO "TRADE"
Never take something from your dog without
trading for something of higher value (like a
treat in exchange for their toy). Taking
something from your dog without trading can
cause them to fear losing prized possessions
(AKA resources). A dog's resources include
toys, food, or even something they pick up on
a walk. Each dog places a different value on
their resources. Teaching them to "trade,"
(instead of snatching things out of their
mouth) shows you are not a thief, but a friend. 

Using force-free and fear-free methods to
train your new dog will help create a lasting
bond with you and a happy environment where
they feel safe. Your new dog will have fun
learning and learn faster if it is a positive
experience with frequent rewards. The general
rule for positive reinforcement training is to
reward the behaviors you want and ignore the
ones you don't. The key is to be consistent and
give a reward at the correct time. If you are
trying to teach your dog to sit, give them a
treat immediately. Do not reward them after
they stand back up.

Try your best not to unintentionally reward
undesired behaviors. For instance, if your dog
is jumping on you, turn away and ignore it. A
dog can see being pushed off or told "no" as a
reward. To them, bad attention is better than
nothing. Instead of inadvertently rewarding
your dog's bad behavior, try to teach them
something to replace it. If you only give your
dog attention when all four paws are on the
floor, they will learn jumping doesn't work.

Find what motivates your new pet for training.
Rewards can come in different forms such as
tasty treats, petting, praise, or a favorite toy.
When your dog is learning a new behavior, it
is important to reward them EVERY time they
perform the behavior. As they start to get the
hang of it, slowly decrease the number of
times you reward them. In the back folder of
this packet, you will find a list of local, certified
dog trainers if you want more training help.

WHAT IS THE BEST WAY
TO TRAIN YOUR DOG?

Hi! I a
m sitt

ing

like
 good boy!

Please g
ive 

me

trea
t! 
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Red light/green light: 
You STOP walking (red light) as soon as
there is tension in the leash. 
When the dog comes back to you and
the leash is loose: you GO (green light). 

Crazy Walking:  
Walk all over, back and forth, changing
direction and being erratic about where
you walk. This keeps your dog guessing
and keeps their attention on you. 

LEASH WALKING
Dogs who pull excessively can be hard for
most owners regardless of the dog or owner's
size. DCAS recommends a front clipping
harness and six-foot leash. The following are
great ways to teach your dog leash manners. 

Whatever method you use, bring treats and
reward your dog when they check in with you.

Teaching your dog manners lets them sniff
and explore while staying within the limits of
the leash. Though you may be tempted to
yank the leash to keep your dog at your side,
allow them freedom to use their nose. Getting
to sniff around is great for your dog mentally
and makes them feel more at ease.

Good for dogs
with narrow
heads that can
easily slip out of
other collars
Adjustable and
distributes
pressure around
the whole neck

Great for loose-
leash training
Redirects dog's
attention by turning
their body instead
of applying pressure
to the neck 
Can be used for
dogs of all shapes
and sizes

HUMANE ALTERNATIVES TO PRONG, CHOKE, AND SHOCK COLLARS

Flat or rolled collar Martingale collar Front clip harness

Used to attach
identification,
rabies, and
microchip tags

Back clip harness Head harness

Good for dogs
with airway
related medical
issues

Good for loose-
leash training
Redirects dog's
attention towards
their human 

Courtesy of

DCAS does not recommend retractable
leashes, which can be dangerous for you, your
pet, and others nearby. Additionally, they can
be counterproductive when training your dog.
Their design teaches your dog to pull.

PROBLEMS WITH PUNISHMENT
For decades, some traditional animal trainers
relied on dominance theory. The idea often
leads trainers to believe force/punishment
must be used to modify undesirable behaviors.
However, this method of training can cause
animals to develop a negative association
with the person implementing it. Fear and
anxiety are common causes of behavior
problems, and the use of punishment can
intensify problems and make your dog's fear
worse. Yelling or using any kind of force can
damage the bond you are trying to form with
your new pet. It is a common myth a dog's
owner needs to be the "alpha" for them to
behave appropriately. You can still obtain
leadership through positive means. Prong,
shock, or choke collars are not recommended
as they can cause physical and emotional
harm. 
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The crate will be your dog's den, an ideal spot to snooze or take refuge during a thunderstorm. The
primary use for a crate is housetraining, dogs do not like to soil in their dens. The crate can also
limit access to the rest of the house while your new dog learns other rules, like not to chew on
furniture. When crate training is done properly, your dog is happy to spend time there when
needed. It is important to NEVER use the crate as a punishment (such as a "time out" for
misbehaving). Your dog will come to fear it and refuse to enter. If you are crate training a puppy,
they should not stay in the crate longer than 3-4 hours because they cannot hold it that long. Once
you trust your dog not to make a mess in the house, the crate should be a place they go into
voluntarily. Crate training can take a few days or many weeks depending on your dog's age,
temperament, and past experiences. Follow these steps to make the process as easy as possible.

STEP ONE: SELECTING A CRATE
Crates come in all different sizes. Your dog’s
crate should be large enough for them to
stand up and turn around in. If the dog is still
growing, purchase a crate to accommodate
their adult size. Block off extra space so your
dog can't eliminate at one end and lay down
in the other. 

Bring them to the crate and talk in a happy
voice. Keep the door securely open, so it
doesn't accidentally hit and frighten them. 
Encourage your dog to enter the crate by
dropping treats nearby, then just inside the
door, then all the way inside. DO NOT
force the dog to enter. 
Continue tossing treats or toys into the
crate until your dog will calmly go all the
way in. This could take anywhere from a
few minutes to a few days. 

If your dog readily enters the crate when
beginning this step, place the food dish all
the way at the back of the crate.
If they remain reluctant, put the dish as far
inside as they will go without becoming
anxious. Place the food dish a little farther
back with each feeding.

Some dogs are naturally curious and start
sleeping in the crate right away. If yours isn't
one of them:

STEP THREE: FEEDING IN THE CRATE
Feeding your dog their meals in the crate will
help form a positive association with being in
the crate.

CRATE TRAINING

STEP TWO: INTRODUCTION
Place the crate in an area where the family
spends a lot of time. Put a soft blanket or
towel in the crate. Take the door off or prop it
open and let your dog explore the crate at
their leisure.
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Put them in the crate using your regular
command and a treat. You may also want
to leave a few toys in the crate. 
Vary at what point in your "getting ready
to leave" routine you put the dog in the
crate. They should not be crated for a long
time before you leave, 5-20 minutes at
most. 
Do not make your departure emotional or
prolonged. Praise your dog briefly, give him
a treat for entering the crate, then leave
quietly. 

30 minutes in the crate, you can begin leaving
them crated for short periods when you leave
the house. 

When you return home, do not reward your
dog for excited behavior. Keep arrivals low key
to avoid increasing their anxiety over when
you will return.

STEP FIVE (PART B) CRATING AT NIGHT
Put your dog in the crate using your regular
command and treat. Initially, it may be a good
idea to put the crate in your bedroom or
nearby. For puppies, it is easier to tell when
they need to eliminate during the night. Older
dogs should initially be kept nearby so they do
not associate the crate with social isolation.
Once they are sleeping comfortably you can
begin to gradually move the crate to the
location you prefer.

KEEP IN MIND:
The crate should always be
associated with something pleasant. 
Training should take place in a
series of small steps. Don't go too
fast! 

Once your dog is eating comfortably in the
crate, close the door while they are eating.
The first time you do this, open the door as
soon as they are done. With each
successful feeding, leave the door closed a
few minutes longer until they are staying in
the crate up to ten minutes after eating.
If they begin to whine, let them out. You
may have increased the length of time too
quickly. Next time, try leaving them in the
crate for a shorter time. If they do whine
this time, do not let them out until it stops.
Otherwise, they will learn crying gets them
out of the crate.

Call them over to the crate and give them
a treat. Then give them a command to
enter, such as "kennel." Encourage them by
pointing to the inside of the crate with a
treat in your hand.
After the dog enters the crate, praise them,
give them another treat, and close the
door. Sit quietly near the door for 5 to 10
minutes, then go to another room for a few
minutes. Return, sit quietly again for a
short time, and let them out. 
Repeat this process several times a day,
gradually increasing the length of time you
leave them in the crate and the length of
time you are out of their sight. 

STEP FOUR: LENGTHEN CRATE PERIODS
After your dog is eating regular meals in the
crate with no sign of fear or anxiety, you can
confine them for short periods of time while
you are home. 

STEP FIVE (PART A) CRATE YOUR DOG
WHEN YOU LEAVE THE HOUSE
After your dog can comfortably spend about 
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ESTABLISH A ROUTINE 
Creating a regular schedule will teach
your dog there are times to eat and times
to potty during the day. Generally, a
puppy can hold its bladder one hour for
every month of age. If you go longer than
suggested between potty breaks, there is
most likely going to be an accident. 

POTTY TRAINING

Assume your new dog is not housetrained.
Even older dogs may need training. At one
time, your dog may have been used to a
schedule, but it will be different in your house.
The more consistently you follow basic potty-
training procedures, the faster your dog will
learn acceptable behavior. It can take several
weeks before your household is accident-free.

TAKE YOUR DOG OUTSIDE OFTEN: For
younger dogs, it is good to take them
outside every few hours. After your dog
wakes up, during and after play, and after
eating and drinking are good times to take
your dog outside to establish a routine. Do
your best to come home right after work
every day if your new dog has been alone.
A little extra effort from you will go a long
way for your dog! 

PICK A BATHROOM SPOT OUTSIDE:
Always take your dog to the same spot
when they are going to the bathroom. Use
a word or phrase like "go potty," you can
eventually use before he or she eliminates
to remind them what to do. Take your dog
out for a long walk or some playtime only
after they have gone to the bathroom.

REWARD YOUR DOG EVERY TIME THEY
ELIMINATE OUTSIDE: Praise them or give
them a treat immediately after they finish
going to the bathroom. Do not wait to
reward them after you are back inside. This
is a vital step because you want to create a
positive association with going potty
outside!

ALWAYS SUPERVISE YOUR DOG
DURING THIS PROCESS AND CONFINE
YOUR DOG WHEN YOU CAN'T (Refer to
crate training on the previous pages when
you need to leave your pet alone.)

EXPECT ACCIDENTS TO HAPPEN: It's a
normal part of potty training. Here are a
few tips on what to do when they do:

Interrupt your dog when you catch them
in the act by making a startling noise
and immediately take them to their
designated bathroom spot outside,
praise them and give them a treat if
they finish. Have your dog wear a leash
in the house to make it quicker and
easier to get them outside.  
Clean the soiled area thoroughly. Dogs
are highly motivated to continue soiling
areas that smell like urine or feces.  
DO NOT punish your dog for
eliminating in the house. If you find a
soiled area, it's too late to give your dog
a correction. Scolding them, rubbing their
nose in the accident, or any other form
of punishment will not teach them not to
go in the house. It could lead to your dog
being afraid of you or afraid to go to
the bathroom when you are around.
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Stealing food: Check the house and never
leave food in reach (including garbage).
Jumping up: Don't encourage your dog to
jump up, even during playtime. Only give
attention when all four paws are on the
floor. If they jump, turn your back to them!

If you have guests over, make sure they
do not reward your dog for jumping. 
Teach your dog to sit for everything to
help curb these habits. 
Observe your dog's behavior and use
"UH OH" to remind your dog that paws
up on things is a bad choice.

Chewing/Mouthing: only on toys. 
If your dog has something you want,
trade them for an appropriate item. 
Do not encourage your dog to mouth
hands even if they are gentle, use a toy.

Rough play: Do not encourage rough play.
This can teach them play involves
mouthing or jumping and often leads to
overstimulation. This makes it difficult for
your dog to calm down if things get too
rough or out of hand. 

Start using a cue like "LET'S PLAY"
before playtime begins and "DONE" to
signal the session is over and engage
your dog in something else. 

Losing something of value: keep items you
value in a "dog-proof" area until your dog
transitions into your home and you have a
better idea of their behavior. 

OTHER THINGS TO EXPECT...
The following are a few things to prepare for
when bringing a new dog home. Make sure all
household members follow the ground rules to
set your new dog up for success. 

Help children understand canine body
language so they can recognize when a dog
is friendly, fearful, or aggressive.
Teach children to pet dogs with one hand.
Teaching one-handed petting helps fight the
urge to hug dogs and invade their space. 
Teach children to greet dogs by first asking
the owner if it is safe to approach, then
asking the dog to come over for pets.
Petting under the chin or on the chest is less
threatening than on top of the head. 
Children should not have dogs chase them.
Quick movements and high-pitched voices
can trigger dogs to chase and jump.
Avoid tug-of-war games, as this sets up
competition between child and dog. These
games can often encourage a dog to grab
at hands or clothes.
Teach children to respect a dog’s privacy.
Never allow a child to disturb a dog while
eating, chewing on a bone/toy, or sleeping. 
Tell them not to make direct eye contact. In
dog language, staring is scary and rude. 

CHILDREN AND DOGS
Remember to always be patient with your dog.
Children act, look, smell, and sound different
than adults and they may be confusing for
dogs unfamiliar with children. Always
supervise your children's interactions to ensure
a safe, positive experience for both child and
pet. Teach your children to treat animals with
respect. You may need to establish ground
rules for your children when they are
interacting with the dog (such as no tail or ear
pulling, no yanking on the collar, no hitting or
pushing, etc.). They should never provoke a
dog into growling, barking, or lunging. Some
additional things you can do to ensure your
children and pets are safe even outside of
your home are:
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Some dogs do fine with cats; others simply
cannot live safely together. Sometimes a dog
can live with certain cats (depending on their
age, temperament, and activity level), but not
others. Even if a dog successfully lived with
cats in the past, each dog and each cat is an
individual and introductions may be different.
Always pay attention to each animal's body
language during this process. Ideally, your dog
will be loose and relaxed around the cat and
not fixated on them for too long. Watch your
cat for signs of displeasure (like ears pinned
back or tail swishing back and forth). Follow
these guidelines to form the best relationship. 

SLOW AND STEADY DESENSITIZATION
Initially, provide the animals separate living
areas to allow time to adjust. Put your cat in a
room the dog does not need access to with a
tall baby gate across the door. The idea is to
only allow your animals to view each other at
specific times. Give your cat all needed
supplies (litter box, food, water, etc.) in the
room. Let the dog view the cat briefly through
the gate and then engage them in something
else like playing or training. Give your dog
plenty of praise for being able to focus
elsewhere. You may need to leave a leash
attached to your dog to pull them away and
refocus their attention. Continue to give your
dog short viewings throughout the day. 

Sometimes, just seeing the cat is too exciting.
If so, close the door and begin feeding both
animals on different sides. They will associate
the other’s scent with something good: food.
Swap out blankets/bedding of each animal,
giving it to the other; they can get used to
each other's smell without overstimulation. 

Hopefully, through this process, your dog will
lose interest in your cat. In some cases, it
could take only a couple of hours. In others, it
could take weeks to months. Remember never
to force an interaction. Making sure both
animals stay safe should be your priority.

FACE-TO-FACE INTRODUCTIONS 
To proceed with a face-to-face introduction,
keep your dog on a leash. You can keep a
baby gate up for the cat to have a dog-free
zone if they ever feel threatened. Allow both
animals in the same room at the same time
while the dog is on a leash. It is best to have
two people, each monitoring an animal's body
language. If the cat seems relaxed, allow them
to move around freely. If the dog is calm with
the cat around, ask your dog to sit or lay
down and reward them if they ignore the cat.
If the dog fixates on the cat (staring, stiff
and/or ignoring you) or tries to lunge or chase
the cat, go back to keeping them separate.
Continue trying until both the dog and cat
seem relaxed around each other. When no one
is home or available to supervise, they should
be securely confined in separate areas. 

UNSUPERVISED INTERACTIONS
Once your pets have had several supervised
interactions and you are positive they will not
harm each other, begin to let them both move
freely around the home. 

INTRODUCING YOUR
NEW DOG TO YOUR CAT
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Stay outside with both dogs and keep them
on non-retractable leashes. Don't let them
interact just yet but allow them to sniff
areas where the other has been. 
Reward your dogs with praise/treats for
being in each other's presence while
showing calm behavior. If either dog shows
negative behaviors, DO NOT reprimand
them. That could make it worse. Instead,
move farther away from each other until
the behavior stops and praise/treat them. 
Once both dogs are calm, continue walking
at a comfortable distance for five minutes.
Go in the same direction but remain far
enough apart so they cannot come into
direct contact. Always give each dog a
treat every time they look at the other dog
and remain relaxed and comfortable. 

Even the friendliest dogs do not necessarily
love every dog they meet. The introduction
process is extremely important to ensure they
both feel comfortable with the new situation.
The initial encounter needs to be a slow
process; dogs have a specific form of
communicating with one another. The first
meeting should be done outside on neutral
territory. If you adopted your new dog from
DCAS, this will have been done at the shelter.
Just because the first interaction went well,
does not mean the dogs should immediately
be let loose in the home together.  

WHEN YOU FIRST GET HOME 

If this initial introduction goes smoothly, bring
the dogs inside the house. Allow the new dog
in first to investigate and go into a gated
area to keep the dogs separated inside. 

Make sure your new dog is in the safe
room with a gate up. Bring your resident
dog into the house on a leash. Next, drop
the leash and allow your resident dog to
approach the new dog's gated room. Allow
the dogs to greet each other when they
are ready. Do not force them to interact. 
Observe the interaction through the gate.
Reinforce positive behavior with treats.
If you hear growling from your resident
dog, pick up the leash, and silently lead
them away. Then, ask them for a command
they already know. Praise and reward
them and try the introduction the next day. 
If your new dog is growling, work with him
individually. Have another person working
with the resident dog, asking for
commands in another area of the house. 
If negative behavior continues for more
than a few days or begins to worsen, you
may need to seek professional help. 

INTRODUCING THE DOGS INSIDE 

Once you are comfortable with both dogs'
behavior through the gate, you can take the
gate down but leave leashes on both dogs.
Clear away any food, toys or treats the dogs
might fight over. Also, be aware of potentially
hard situations—for example, when the dogs
get overly excited. Closely monitor the dogs
when they are together, rewarding them with
treats until you are 100% confident they are
relaxed and safe with each other.  

INTRODUCING YOUR
NEW DOG TO YOUR
RESIDENT DOG

For a more in-depth description, refer to the Sound Beginning booklet (pages 63-75) 
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DOG OWNER FAQs
HOW TO SWITCH TO A NEW DOG FOOD?
Switching your dog’s current food to another
should be a gradual process. If you change
too quickly, it can cause stomach pain and
result in diarrhea. Allow seven days for a
smooth transition. On the first day, mix 75%
old and 25% new food. Each day, gradually
decrease the old and increase the new food.
By day six, the ratios should be reversed and
by day seven you can use only their new food. 

DOES MY DOG NEED A DENTAL?
It is estimated 85% of pets have periodontal
disease before they are three years old. This is
caused by tartar buildup and plaque on the
teeth and can lead to bone loss, gum
infections, loss of teeth, and other health
problems. A professional dental cleaning is
the only way to remove tartar from the teeth
and under the gum tissue to protect your pet's
health. Tartar may appear as brownish-gold
buildup on the teeth, close to the gum line.
Redness or bleeding along the gums may also
indicate gingivitis. Other signs a teeth
cleaning is needed are bad breath, drooling,
pawing at the mouth, difficulty chewing, and
loose or missing teeth. Always check with your
veterinarian if you are uncertain. They may be
able to provide you with additional
information on how to lengthen the time
between cleanings. 

ARE RAWHIDES BAD FOR MY DOG?
While rawhides are popular, many people do
not realize they can do more harm than good.
Before choosing rawhide, consider it can be a
choking hazard, cause digestive blockages
and gastrointestinal problems, or potentially
contain deadly poisons. There are many safer
alternatives like bully sticks or deer antlers.

WHAT TOYS ARE GOOD FOR MY DOG? 
Toys should be appropriate for your dog's size.
Too small, and toys can easily be swallowed
and get stuck in your dog's throat or intestinal
tract. Each dog has a different toy preference.
Always monitor your dog with toys and make
sure they are not swallowing any of it. 

HOW OFTEN SHOULD WE SEE THE VET?
Unfortunately, dogs can’t tell us directly when
they do not feel well. Dogs may appear
healthy, but an animal's instinct is to hide
health problems. Regular check-ups (usually 1-2
times a year) with your veterinarian are
important to prevent diseases or detect health
concerns early. Your dog may need to see the
vet if they begin behaving differently, such as
a lack of appetite or not getting up for the
walks that once excited them. Drastic changes
in your dog's behavior or attitude are usually
indicators something is wrong. 

IS IT SAFE TO GIVE THEM HUMAN FOOD? 
Dogs have different digestive systems than
humans. This means some people-safe foods
can be harmful to your pet. Familiarize
yourself with dangerous foods such as
chocolate, grapes, onions, garlic, and anything
containing caffeine or alcohol. However, there
are many safe human foods you can give in
moderation. Always consult a veterinarian
before giving a pet with health concerns
(diabetes, weight issues, liver or kidney
problems, etc.) any human food. 

SHOULD I GET PET INSURANCE?
Pet insurance can be beneficial to help cover
future medical care. There are many different
types of insurance. Do your own research to
determine what is best for you and your pet.  
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Continuity and consistency of food helps avoid the stress of switching
While feeding Science Diet, you are offering your pet:

Vet's #1 choice to feed their own pet
Superior nutrition with visible results
Precisely balanced nutrition for every life stage and special needs
Natural ingredients, no artificial colors, flavors, or preservatives
Made in Hill's USA facilities (dry foods)

Your "Best Friend Guide"
Identify the best product for your new pet
Additional coupons worth more than $20
http://www.hillspet.com/new-pet-owner/new-pet-owner-dog.html (new dog owners)
http://www.hillspet.com/new-pet-owner/new-pet-owner-cat.html (new cat owners)

Dear Adopter:

Thank you for adopting from DuPage County Animal Services. We are proud to be a part
of the Hill’s Food, Shelter, & Love™ program and we feed all our pets Hill’s Science Diet.

We suggest you continue feeding your new pet Hill’s Science Diet.

There are many benefits to keeping your pet on Hill’s Science Diet:

We are providing you a transition bag of Hill's Science Diet for your new pet. The
transition bag is approximately 1 weeks' worth of food. There is also a $5.00 coupon for
your first purchase of any Hill's pet food product. 

We also suggest you visit Hill's New Pet Parent website where you can access the following:

Thank you again from adopting from DuPage County Animal Services and when you
choose Hill's Science Diet, you help our shelter and the Hill's Food, Shelter, & Love™
program!

We believe in
Hill's Pet Nutrition
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